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Physics 

Simulate a head-on collision that is quite
comparable to a car crash at a speed of
about 20 km/h.
Understand the forces acting on  a car
while moving.
Realise the importance of seat belt use.

Smartphone or Tablet, 
Desktop computer
"phyphox" app for Android or iOS
Worksheet software (MS Excel or similar) 
A mini cart & an inclined plane (see figure 1)
 
Smartphones and tablets are now part of everyday
life for many students. Most of them have a large
number of sensors: acceleration, gyroscope,
magnetic field, microphone, camera, GPS,
pressure, in the framework of this educational
scenario the acceleration sensors will be used. 
 
The app "phyphox" (Physikalisches Institut, RWTH
Aachen Universität, https://phyphox.org) is free
and available for Android & iOS. As phyphox“ can
be controlled remotely from any device that is on
the same network as the phone you can use this
feature to display the measurements with a
projector to pupils. After the experiment you can
export the recorded data easily as xls file in order
to open it with MS excel and analyse data with the
functions of excel.
 
The following video is a short description of how to
set up remote access with „phyphox“ to remotely
control your smartphone physics experiments.
Discuss in the subject computer science issues
which occur in open networks!
https://youtu.be/mPUHCWypn9M 

Figure 1.  Inclined plane with mobile phone and
phyphox app with remote control

Computer
Science 

L A B  A C T I V I T Y

https://youtu.be/mPUHCWypn9M
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A C T I V I T Y  O U T L I N E

Build an inclined plane in the physics lab (figure 1) and attach a mini cart with a smart phone
with the app „phyphox“ installed. The smartphone is fixed with a tape on the mini cart and
the app „phyphox“ is started. The mini cart rolls down the inclined plane and is stopped at
the end of the plane by a bar. The app „phyphox“ records the acceleration and deceleration
during the movement of the mini cart.
 
The student now has the task to measure deceleration of the impact of the mini cart on the
bar. The friction of the mini cart on the inclined plane car should be neglected.
Because of the relationship F = m.a you can determine the force acting during the impact.
You recognise that this corresponds to the effect of the multiple body weight - however only
for the fraction of a second! 
 
The mini cart (and also the impact simulator) is brought to a standstill in a very short time.
With "real" delays during accidents significantly higher speeds are necessary for the
realisation of the detected forces! Formally, this means that the deceleration time t or the
deceleration distance s are greater due to the crumple zone and the airbag of a car, resulting
in smaller decelerations (and thus smaller forces).
 
This experiment shows which forces act on humans even at very low speeds. The little cart
on the inclined plane simulates a head-on collision that is quite comparable to a car crash at
a speed of about 20 km/h. 
 
The following explains how to calculate the impact speed of the slide by means of an inclined
plane:
 
               slope-down force
 
               weight
 
               normal force
 
h         height
 
l         length
 
     b         basis              Figure 2: Sledge on inclined plane.

Figure 4 shows all those forces acting on a sled on an inclined plane: 
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The acceleration     points in the direction of the slope-down force        , the gravity     acts
along the weight       and the normal acceleration             is normal to the surface in the
direction      .     
 
The gravity     can thus be considered as a result of the acceleration of the acceleration          
     and the normal acceleration            . By the similarity of the triangles follows:             .
 
As result for a follows: 
 
The speed can be calculated taking into account a constant acceleration as follows:
 

Thus, for sliding on an inclined plane, there is no dependence of the final speed on the
gradient, provided no friction and no air resistance are taken into account.
If the height is assumed to be 0.4 m, the root of g will be about 9 km/h for the final speed
of the mini cart.

and for               ; with                follows for the velocity v:       

A C T I V I T Y  O U T L I N E

D I S C U S S I O N  -  R E F L E C T I O N

Discuss with students the impact of these forces to the human body. 
Link this activity with Seat Belt Use activity number 2 in order to experience these forces
on their own bodies using a belt-sledge simulator.

A  Q U I C K  G U I D E  T O  T H E  T H E  " P H Y P H O X "  A P P

After starting the app "phyphox" a selection of an experiment will appear and in most cases a
warning appears. Then you have to select the desired experiment, in this case "acceleration
without g" **. A total of 3 representations can be selected (graph, amount and simple).
 
The symbol        starts the recording immediately. Further settings are available with the 3-
point menu      : Time automatic - here you can set a delayed start of the measurement and
the duration of the measurement. Export data - measured values as comma-separated
values (CSV); Tab-delimited values and export as MS Excel (xls). If you want to create a new
experiment press       .  
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A dialogue appears where you can adjust further settings (title of the new experiment,
sample rate and sensors for the experiment).
 
**NOTE:
The acceleration sensors are so-called micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), an
acceleration sensor consists of a mass which is suspended by springs so that it is freely
movable in one direction. If an accelerating force acts in this direction, the mass m is
deflected by the distance x. The change of position will be measured and results in the
acceleration. So these are not acceleration sensors but force sensors. This means that in
the unaccelerated case (for example, a smartphone lies unmoved on a table) in the vertical
direction a value of approximately 1g is measured. To avoid this effect start your experiment
with „acceleration without g“! For measurements it should be noted  that the sampling rate is
limited to approximately 100 Hz depending on the smartphone.
 
When using the app with students, it should be noted that the term „acceleration“ is less
clear for students than "speed" and "path".

Knights for Road Safety (KROS) is an Erasmus+ programme (KA2 - Cooperation for Innovation and the Exchange of Good
Practices : Strategic Partnerships for school education), focusing on open education and innovative practices in a digital era,
aiming to strengthen the profiles of teaching profession. KROS is funded by Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union.

KROS PARTNERS

This scenario, as well as activity 5, are based on the project “Fahrphysik erleben” ("to experience driving
physics"), which was developed in cooperation of experienced teachers of physics (namely Mr. Ableidinger,
Mr. Binder, Mr. Geißler, Mr. Hofmann, Mr. Macho, Mr. Matschnig, Mr. Lohr and Mr. Woltron), of experts of
ÖAMTC (the Austrian automobile club with roadside assistance service) and of the school authority of Lower
Austria. You can download the script developed in the framework of this project (4 parts, in German) with the
link:
https://ag4physik.wordpress.com/2018/02/28/fahrphysik-erleben-3/#more-1242
 
The aim of the initiative „Fahrphysik erleben“ was to integrate the practice and theory of driving safely with a
car (brake path, reaction path, forces during driving, forces on tires, electronic assistance systems in a car
etc) in teaching mechanics in physics.
 

C R E D I T S


